A Day in the Life of a

Java Developer

Ninad Nimkhedkar from our Bangalore Digital and Cloud team discusses his role.

How did you get into the role of a Java Developer?
I joined Version 1 at the end of 2019 and have been loving my time here so far. Prior to
joining I had gained 4 years of experience through internships and impactful projects I
undertook in my first job. I have my Bachelors Degree in Engineering and a Masters in
Mechatronics too, so I love all things IT and technology.
Describe your average day as Java Developer at Version 1?
My day starts with checking emails to ensure there are no important overnight
developments related to our project. We then have stand up calls, updates with the Scrum
Master and I also attend a total or 3 or 4 fixed meetings throughout the week solving issues
raised by the customers. The rest of my week is usually coding using Intellj IDE. I have any
free time I mostly try to learn new technologies by going through tutorials and video
lectures, or I also recently have undertaken developing extra skills Python in Anaconda with
jupyter IDE and Visual Studio code for Angular.
What are the best AND most challenging parts of your job?
The best part of my job is being given responsibility within the team; this really helps to
boost my confidence and will allow me to work on challenging work in the future. In all
honesty, I haven’t yet faced any major challenges because my team is so helpful with any
queries or questions I have.
What advice would you give to someone looking to become a Java Dev at Version 1?
It really depends on the individual interests of every applicant and which domain they want
to grow their career in technology-wise. Across the board though, a basic knowledge and
clear understanding of widely-used technologies is important; understanding structure and
OOP concepts will help, plus you can start basic coding with Eclipse IDE to kickstart a
successful career in the field.
Describe your job in 5 words or less.
Varied, interesting, challenging, enjoyable, responsibility.
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